ABSTRACT
Introduction
Natural ventilation is important because it can provide thermal comfort inside buildings for residents by supplying fresh air without fans. For warm and hot climates, it can help meet a building's cooling requirements without using mechanical air conditioning systems, which make up a large fraction of a building's total energy use. In addition, it is an important factor in the development of the sustainable sector. Successful ventilation is determined as having high thermal comfort, lower contaminant concentrations. adequate fresh air for ventilated spaces and having little or no energy use for active heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) [1] .
Natural ventilation is the use of natural forces, including both wind and thermal buoyancy, to regulate a building's indoor climate. As the weather outside often changes, it can be difficult to maintain stable conditions inside a building [2] . As mentioned in previous studies, there are a number of requirements which need to be established for this type of ventilation due to limited natural driving forces such as internal spaces, and the size and placement of ventilation openings in the building, internal heat load, and the surroundings [3] . There are three basic types of ventilation, depending on the position of the openings in the outer walls: single-side ventilation, cross ventilation and stack ventilation.
Studying natural ventilation by experimental methods has been tested in many types of buildings for numerous reasons, though usually through two principal, though complicated and expensive, methods during research: wind tunnels [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and field measurements for existing buildings [12] [13] [14] . Karava et al. [11] tested six cases of inlet-outlet vertical opening positions on opposite walls and four cases on adjacent walls in natural cross ventilation; they found that the inlet-to-outlet ratio and the relative location of openings on a building's façade are important parameters that must be considered in addition to wall porosity. Tominaga et al. [9] analysed five configurations of inlet-outlet vertical configuration on field flow and dispersion of contaminants in cross-ventilated buildings and their results provide new insights into the flow and dispersion processes inside naturally cross-ventilated buildings, and can be used in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) validations of flow and dispersion.
Due to providing many details of airflow both inside and outside buildings in both a steady and a transient manner, the CFD has seen widespread use in predicting ventilation performance.
Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) is frequently used in turbulence modelling [8, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . This approach may provide appropriate cross-ventilation flow characteristics with a relatively economical computational cost, but such models are less satisfactory in their description of turbulent features within and around buildings. An alternative approach, such as large eddy simulation (LES), can predict information on flow structure, including turbulence statistics, and describe the flow field variation over a given period of time. Jiang and Chen [23] performed cross-and single-sided ventilation of a cube building with two openings using two subgrid-scale models, namely the Smagorinsky subgrid-scale (SS) and filtered dynamic subgridscale (FDS) models. Subsequently, Jiang and Chen [24] focused on the impact of the fluctuation of wind-driven, natural cross ventilation in four apartments. Their results showed the important role of the fluctuating flow field in determining an accurate ventilation rate through the openings.
In 2003, Jiang et al. [25] concluded that the two models, SS and FDS, provide almost the same results when compared with those of physical wind tunnel measurements, and explained that most of the energy of the airflow around a building is contained in large eddies, which are known to have a greater effect than small eddies.
Unsteady cross-ventilation flow modelling was performed by Hu et al. [26] on a small building using a sub-grid Smagorinsky model with constant Cs = 0.12 applied to it. Driver domain, which was proposed by Lund et al. [27] , was used to generate flow fluctuations. Their results showed that the standard deviation of the fluctuation flow rate is small when the wind direction is normal to the aperture.
Chu and Chiang [28] investigated the influences of internal resistance on wind-driven crossventilation by LES and wind tunnel experiments. The ventilation rate in a building with a rectangular plate inside was measured, together with the impact of plate size and location, on the external pressure and ventilation rate. The results showed that the resistance factor is a function of internal blockage ratio and location, but is independent of external wind speed, building size and opening configuration. Furthermore LES and wind tunnel experiments were used by the same authors [29] to study the effect of building length on natural ventilation rate. The numerical results revealed that ventilation rate decreases as building length increases due to a reduction in the pressure difference. The other reason for the decline in ventilation rate was that the internal friction from turbulent flow caused a 'sluggish zone' with a low wind speed inside the building when the building length was greater than five times its height. Tuan et al. [30] used LES to investigate the impact of the downstream construction of terraced houses on nearby, upstream houses, and the flow patterns inside them. Recently, an in-depth comparison between five different steady RANS models and LES has been performed by van Hooff et al. [31] to determine which CFD model is the most suitable for cross-ventilation flows in a generic, isolated building.
The study shows that the five steady RANS models failed to reproduce any turbulent kinetic energy, whilst LES shows a better reproduction of velocity, turbulent kinetic energy, and volume flow rate parameters.
In summary, the majority of previous studies have investigated only the time-averaged ventilation rates using the steady RANS method by testing different heights of the opening positions, whereas other studies have employed transient models to focus on fluctuating ventilation rates of openings located at the middle of the building. There is limited knowledge about the impact of turbulence and fluctuation of flow from the windward openings of the building at different horizontal locations that cannot be predicted by steady methods. In addition, the position of windward inlet openings in buildings has a major role in natural ventilation processes and not only changes the appearance of the building, but can also influence the efficiency of natural ventilation and thermal comfort. Therefore, this paper will focus on investigating the impact of the horizontal position of the windward inlet openings on the fluctuation of the cross ventilation and flow field inside the building using the LES method.
Building geometry and study cases
A low-rise, isolated building model in cross-turbulent flow was considered for the computational analysis of wind-induced natural ventilation. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the studied model, which includes an isolated house with a height (H) with two square openings (0.2 H) on the front wall of the house and two openings at the rear. The wall porosity (opening area divided by wall area) was 3%. Two different configurations of inlet openings, Case-І and Case-ІІ, were used in this study. The base of the house had dimensions (3.33×2.66)H and the length of the building was less than the maximum length (5H) suggested by Chu et al. [29] to obtain effective wind-driven cross ventilation. The building is partitioned inside as shown in Fig. 1 ; this layout is simple, and representative of an average family house in Iraq [32] . There are five rooms inside the building, including a kitchen (A), sitting room (B), living room (C), and two bedrooms (D and E). To simulate different window opening positions, two inlet-opening positions were used, as shown in Fig. 2a , with the front view of the building cases including dimensions shown in Fig. 2b . In both cases, the wind speed at the height of the building (Uref) was 7 m/s (Re =
13.9×10
3 ) with an angle of incidence of 0°.
Numerical method
CFD is based on the resolution of the governing equations that describe the flow-field in the computational domain. The governing equations describing air flow consist of continuity, momentum and turbulent modelling equations. The filtered continuity and momentum equations in LES are listed as follows [33] :
where is the component of filtered instantaneous fluid velocity in the xi direction, is the fluid pressure, ρ is the fluid density, μ is the fluid dynamic viscosity, the bar '-' represents the spatial filtering and τij represents the sub-grid scale tensor, the latter being modelled by the Smagorinsky model.
where σij is the subgrid-scale stress, ̅ is the rate of strain tensor of the resolved scale and is the viscosity of the sub-grid scale turbulence, which is defined as:
where Ls is the mixing length for sub-grid scales and can be calculated as:
where κ is the Von Kármán constant, d is the distance to the closest wall, V is the volume of the computational cell and Cs is the dynamic Smagorinsky coefficient, which is computed during the simulation using the information provided by the smaller scales of the resolved fields. The dynamic Smagorinsky coefficient approach has been employed in the field of computational wind engineering by various other researchers [34, 35] . This coefficient varies with time and space, which allows the Smagorinsky model to cope with transitional flows and to include nearwall damping effects in a natural manner [36] . With this method, a second filter, referred to as the test filter (denoted with a curl), is applied to the once-filtered Navier-Stokes equations. The dynamic Smagorinsky coefficient can be calculated as:
where
and
are the resolved stress and Germano rate of strain tensor, respectively [37] .
CFD model validation

Wind-tunnel experiment
The CFD model is evaluated by measuring the flow over and through a cross-ventilation building model in a boundary layer wind tunnel (Ohba et al. [38] ). The experiment was conducted 
CFD settings and parameters
The computational model represents the reduced-scale model used in the experiments and follows the two best-practice guidelines in wind engineering described by Franke et al. [39] and Tominaga et al. [40] . The dimensions of the domain are (22 x 5 x 12) H. The computational grid is created using hexahedral cells inside the building and domain, and a grid independence study is conducted to ensure that the results are independent of the mesh resolution and yield a fully structured hexahedral grid with 4.1×10 6 cells. At the inlet of the domain, the vertical approachflow profiles of log-law mean wind speed, U, and turbulent kinetic energy, k, and specific dissipation rate, ε, are imposed, based on the measured incident profiles ( Figure 4 ). The CFD code ANSYS Fluent 16.2 was used in the simulation, the Pressure Implicit with Splitting of Operator (PISO) algorithm was used for the pressure-velocity coupling, and the second-order discretisation scheme was used for the pressure interpolation. The bounded central-differencing scheme was used to discretise the convection term in the filtered momentum equation.
CFD model validation results
In order to validate the CFD model, the pressure coefficients at the middle of the inlet opening obtained from the numerical simulation were compared with the experimental data of Ohba et al. [38] . Figure 5 depicts a comparison between the predicted and measured pressure coefficients profiles.
As can be seen, the pressure coefficient above the windward opening showed good agreement with the experimental results, whilst for the leeward the pressure coefficient of the flow above the opening deviated notably from the experimental results. As regards the pressure coefficient under the opening, the CFD simulation predicted results that were very close to those derived from the experiment for both windward and leeward facades. Overall, the performance of the LES model is satisfactory, with Figure 5 showing good agreement between the two results.
Further analysis regarding this comparison is provided in a previous study by the authors [32] .
Although the geometry of the building that was used to validate the CFD model (Ohba et al. [38] )
and that used in the current study ( Figure 2 ) are not identical, there are sufficient points of similarity between them to consider the validation approach to be applicable for this type of building. For example, both buildings are isolated, and have a rectangular base. Both are exposed to a wind direction normal to the façade, the speed is fixed at 7 m/s and the atmospheric boundary layer is considered to be the approach-flow. The roofs of both buildings are flat without any external features such as eaves, gutters and shingles. As a results, the notable features of the flow for the building studied by Ohba et al. [38] are also predicted for the building in the current study.
CFD cases study: settings and parameters
In this section, the computational geometry, domain grid, boundary conditions and solver settings for the evaluation of the horizontal inlet opening position of an isolated family house are presented.
Computational geometry, domain and grid
A 3-D computational domain was constructed based on COST [39] and AIJ [40] guidelines, consisting of a rectangular house with height H inside a duct (23.3×5×12.6) H, as shown in Fig.   6 . The blockage ratio was 4.2%, which is within the range recommended in the guidelines. A distance of 5H was set between the inflow boundary and the building, whilst the outflow boundary was positioned 15H behind the building to allow the flow to redevelop in the wake region.
The numerical grid was generated by ICEM and hexahedral cells were used inside the house and domain. A fine mesh was constructed near the walls because the dynamic Smagorinsky model in the LES method requires a very high grid resolution in these regions, whilst a coarse mesh was used away from the walls and in all directions. The space between the walls of the house and the centre of the first cell was 0.005H; the same distance was used for the ground, which is small enough to obtain y + around 1.4 and capture a laminar sub-layer. A grid expansion ratio of 1.15 or 1.2 was used between consecutive cells for the generation of the grid used in the simulation (Fig. 7) .
Grid independence is an important factor in numerical simulations and is selected to find the effect of mesh size on results. The LES index of quality proposed by Celik et al. [41] is used to test the grid, and is dependent on the calculation of turbulent kinetic energy. The total kinetic energy, kt, includes a resolved part, kres, a subgrid scale part, ksgs, and the numerical dissipation,
According to Pope [42] , when 80% of the turbulent kinetic energy is resolved, a LES computation is considered to be well-resolved. The combined turbulent kinetic energy of numerical dissipation and the SGS model based on Richardson extrapolation are assumed to scale with grid size/filter length [41] :
where ak is a coefficient that can be determined by running the LES on two grids with different resolutions, and where n = 2 is the order of accuracy of the numerical scheme. The grid sensitivity analysis is performed for Case-І and two grids were chosen for this purpose: a coarse mesh (Grid A) with 3.5×10 6 cells, and a fine mesh (Grid B) with 6×10 6 cells. The profiles of LES_IQ along lines x/H = 4.6, 9 and 12 are shown in Figure 8 . The LES for the fine mesh (Grid B) resolved on average more than 80% of the turbulent kinetic energy, whilst the course mesh (Grid A) resolved less than that proposed by Pope [42] . Therefore, the fine mesh with 6×10 6 cells was chosen for the simulation of Case-I, whilst for Case-II the grid sensitivity analysis was not performed, as this latter case has almost the same number of grids (6.1×10 6 cells) as Case-I.
Boundary conditions and solver settings
The inlet boundary conditions were based on the measurement incident profile of mean wind velocity. The inlet wind velocity profile is defined according to the logarithmic law. According to Richards and Hoxey [43] , the vertical profiles of the mean wind velocity, turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation rate are imposed at the inlet of the domain. The equations used for the profiles are:
The inlet boundary conditions were used with equations (11)- (13) and the parameter, a, in eq.
12 is limited to 1.5 [32] . 
Impact of windward opening positions: CFD results
The present study investigated the natural cross ventilation of a small-scale family house to ensure the physical comfort of the occupants. Two different inlet-opening configurations (Case-І, and ІІ) were used to examine the impact of the windward inlet opening positions on the recirculation areas, flow pattern, and the ventilation rate inside a family house in order to determine which configuration is better. The inner layout of the building was kept the same for both configurations, and the schemes used for each case are shown in Figures 1 and 2 . The flow enters from two openings in the front wall and exits from two openings in the rear wall of the house. The two inlet openings in Case-І are positioned near the centre of the building, whilst in Case-ІІ the flow enters from openings near the sides of the building, whilst discharge is from openings located near the sides of the building for both cases. These four openings provide a high ventilation rate for the building. In order to investigate the impact of the positions of the inlet openings on cross ventilation, the area of the openings was kept constant in both cases, as was the wind speed at a constant of 7 m/s at the height of the building, with wind direction normal to the openings.
Mean flow and streamlines around the building
The mean velocity and streamlines around the building in the vertical and horizontal planes for both cases are presented in Figs. 10 and 11 , respectively. The major feature shown outside the building is the formation of three main recirculation zones at the two side walls and the roof of the building because of the low-pressure zones produduced in these regions, as shown in Figure 12 . In addition, the low-pressure zone behind the building also produced a large circulation zone in both cases. The two kidney vortices covered one-third of the length of the right and the left side of the building, and seemed to be equal in their dimensions due to the almost-symmetrical flow. The third kidney vortex covered one-third of the length of the roof of the building near the edge of the roof itself. The upstream airflow is accelerated because it hits the edges of the roof and laterals of the building, reaching a maximum velocity of 9.2 m/s.
Generally, these figures showed the same patterns of flow around the building in both cases, where the size of all vortices was found to be approximately the same. These results show that the position of the inlet openings has no significant effect on the flow behaviour around the building for these configurations, and most of the impact will probably occur inside the building.
Mean flow pattern inside the building
Air velocity countours of a horizontal plane at 1.7 m are presented in Fig. 13 . The main feature of the indoor flow for both cases is the momentum of the incoming airflow, which is hindered by the interior walls of rooms A and B in the streamwise direction, thus causing the airflow paths to change direction. The airflow swerves to the z-and x-directions, the flow in the x-direction moves directly to the leewards rooms and represents the main cause of high indoor turbulent kinetic energy, whilst the air flow in the z-direction rotates inside rooms A and B, creating a circulation zone inside these two rooms. The airflow in Case-II swerves towards the z-direction and then moves to the other rooms; whilst the flow path in the lateral direction in Case-І is lower, the inflow stream coming from rooms A and B is restricted to flowing leeward (rooms D and E) and can thus supply high ventilation to the leeward rooms. Air velocity is an important factor in determining the levels of indoor thermal comfort [45] , and the velocities of the zones near the inner walls in rooms A and B for both cases are higher than the maximum acceptable velocity (0.8 m/s) recommended by ASHRAE guidelines. Therefore, it will be difficult for the designer to create acceptable indoor thermal comfort for the occupants of these rooms. In room C, the airflow velocity is low for both cases, with the area of high velocity (green area > 0.3) in Case-І being higher than for Case-ІІ; a still-air zone is produced in the middle of the room, and a high concentration of CO2 may result from the presence of people. Regarding rooms D and E, the two cases show the same patterns, with half of the rooms showing very low air velocities because of weak circulation in these zones. These zones will become stagnation zones with low ventilation rates resulting in less mixing of air, and therefore inner re-topology is necessary for rooms D and E. The circulation inside room C is the same in both cases, but in Case-І is more intense at the centre, which may cause a high concentration of CO2 at the middle of the room. Regarding room D, a circulation zone, which is produced at high level in Case-ІІ, is larger and more intensive than Case-І, whereas in room E (Case-І) a full circulation zone is produced and covers the room.
Streamlines inside the building
In general, most of the rooms in Case-ІІ show airflow mixing that is better than Case-I, and it could therefore be easier for a designer to obtain proper thermal comfort inside the rooms in Case-I. The flow changes its direction with time and this has a significant impact on the flow pattern inside the building, subsequently affecting the strength of circulation areas inside rooms.
Instantaneous wind flow patterns
Fluctuating ventilation rate
Generally, the ventilation flow rate always fluctuates through openings, especially for windinduced ventilation; thus, the description of ventilation flow rate may be insufficient if the scale of the fluctuations in the flow rate are large [24] . As shown in Fig. 19 , large fluctuations can be found near the leeward side, and the top and lateral walls of the building due to high-frequency flow and separating flow at the leading edges. The transient evolution of the ventilation rates through the two inlet openings is provided in Fig. 20 for both cases, where the dimensionless ventilation rate, Q*, based on the reference velocity, is defined as:
in which A is the opening area. Comparison of openings aerating flow can be very important when one wishes to design houses with high ventilation efficiencies. The standard deviation denotes the fluctuating turbulence intensity of the instantaneous ventilation. Figure 20 shows that the maximum standard deviation is 0.16 at opening-2 (Case-ІІ) whilst the minimum is 0.11 at the same opening for Case-І. Although large fluctuations can be found in both cases, the influence of small-scale fluctuations is greater due to the low frequency of the flow. In addition, the turbulence intensity (ratio of the RMS of the velocity fluctuations in the x-direction, urms, to the local mean flow velocity, umean, in the x-direction) at both openings was higher for Case-II than for Case-І, as shown in Fig. 21 , which indicates that the flow is more turbulent near the openings in Case-ІІ than Case-І. Straw [12] mentions that the standard deviation of ventilation rates can be considered to be induced by turbulence since the fluctuation of a wind-induced ventilation rate is caused by the turbulence impact of wind. Consequently, the ratio of the standard deviation to the dimensionless ventilation rate indicates the magnitude of the turbulence-induced component in the total ventilation rate.
The ratios of the standard deviation to the dimensionless ventilation rates of openings 1 and 2
for Case-І are about 23% and 21%, respectively, which indicates the extent of the role of the turbulence-induced ventilation rate in the total ventilation rate, whilst for Case-ІІ this ratio is higher, and represents about 33% for both openings. Accordingly, as the mean stream of the flow provides at least 67% of the total ventilation rate in Case-ІІ and more than 78% in Case-І, it can be concluded that the main source of momentum for air exchange is provided by the mean flow.
As a result, the largest ventilation rate occurs in Case-І because the ratio of mean flow to turbulent flow in this case is larger than for Case-ІІ, as shown in Fig. 22 . In additon, In comparision with
Case-II, Case-I has less resistance to the incoming air flow, where the two windward inlet openings are aligned with the corridors that go into rooms D and E, which is another reason why Case-I reaches the highest volume flow rate. In general, the results showed that the rate of ventilation of Case-І is higher than for Case-ІІ by 10%, and this configuration would interest any designer seeking a higher ventilation rate. Comparison of aerating flow openings can be very important for designers who want to design houses with high ventilation efficiencies.
Turbulent kinetic energy
Fig . 23 compares the distribution of the turbulent kinetic energy fields in the horizontal section perpendicular to the openings for the two cases. In front of the building, the turbulent kinetic energy in Case-ІІ is higher than for Case-І, and therefore, the flow at the openings is more turbulent in Case-ІІ than in Case-І. Furthermore, the turbulent intensity profile shows the same trend, which explains the larger spread of the mixing layer observed in Case-ІІ than in Case-І (Fig. 21 ).
Regarding the indoor turbulent kinetic energy, the figure shows that the turbulent kinetic energy in Case-І is higher than in Case-ІІ. Therefore it seems that the indoor turbulent kinetic energy depends on the rate of ventilation because the indoor turbulent kinetic energy represents the airflow power of the entire building space transported from the ambient wind through the openings and thus accounts for the characteristics of the indoor airflow, such as with a low speed and high turbulence intensity [46] .
This relationship implies the conclusion that openings near the sides windward of the building result in less fluctuation of indoor turbulent kinetic energy than openings located in the middle.
As the wind comfort inside the building can be more easily achieved when the air has lower indoor kinetic energy [32] , so the first configuration (Case-І) would not be chosen by a designer who wanted comfortable rooms because of the high amount of air movement inside the rooms. In contrast, Case-I could be better for hot and/or humid weather conditions where higher air velocities are needed to obtain thermal comfort.
Discussion
Comparison with previous work
A comparison between the two geometries of the current study and previous studies from the literature is difficult due to various differences in geometry, which are complicated even further due to the different geometries used, different velocity profiles and turbulence levels being compared, etc. In addition, the partitions inside the geometry (multi-zones) make the comparison even more difficult when comparing the current geometry with a one-zone geometry or with a building with different internal partitioning. Despite these differences, there are some points that can be contrasted and discussed. First, the current study agrees with those of Karava et al. [11] and Tominaga et al. [9] regarding the nature of the recirculation region in terms of vortex centre, size, and sense of rotation being mainly governed by inlet opening position. Second, the current study focuses on horizontal opening positions concluding that an opening near the centre of the windward face can provide for a greater ventilation rate for the building with openings located at lateral positions. It should be pointed out that the two references mentioned above focused on the vertical location of openings and concluded that the opening located at the centre of the front façade of the building provides a lower flow rate than an opening located at a higher level.
Limitations and further research
The main goal of this study on wind-driven cross-ventilation is to evaluate the impact of windward horizontal-opening positions on the fluctuation in ventilation rate and flow fields in a family house for a normal wind incidence angle (θ=0°). Two different configurations of inlet openings (Case-І and Case-ІІ) are used in the analyses. It is important to note a number of limitations in this work, which should be considered in any future research:
• An isolated buildings was used in this study, so future work should focus on buildings surrounded by other buildings, external fences and areas of greenery. Inside the building, only one configuration was used for the two cases, and the building was empty without furniture, doors and occupants.
• The study neglected the magnitude of the wind speed, which plays an important role on the air change rate of a building, and further the wind direction was normal to the front ( θ=0 • A simplistic outer form of the building was used whilst other configurations, such as shape and height of the roof, length and shape of the eaves, or overhang, were ignored.
• The simulations in this study were performed for an isothermal situation, whilst future work should focus on non-isothermal situations to study the effect of temperature gradients inside the building and on human thermal comfort.
Conclusion
Natural cross ventilation in a small-scale building exposed to outdoor conditions was investigated numerically using CFD analysis. A widely-used turbulence model in the ventilation section, the Smagorinsky LES model, was performed for this geometry, and the results validated against available experimental data from the literature. In this study, openings were shown to be an important design factor in terms of its effect on the air-stream pattern inside a building. The numerical approach used in such studies gives the architect the best view of the natural mechanisms of ventilation in a building by providing further insight into the induced flow-field inside and around it, with information that would not otherwise be produced by experimental methods. Despite certain limitations to this study, such as the impacts of direction and speed of the wind, shape of the openings, surrounding buildings, etc., the following conclusions were obtained:
• The rate of contributing turbulent flow in total ventilation rate depends on the position of the inlet openings. In Case-ІІ, where the openings were near the side wall, this contribution was 33%, whilst in Case-I, the turbulent flow contributed on average only 22% to the total ventilation rate.
• In consistent with previous studies [11] , the indoor air flow pattern changes when the positions of the inlet openings are changed, which also changes the direction of circulation inside a room from clockwise to anticlockwise or from horizontal to vertical circulation.
• The flow rates of openings located near the centre of the building were steadier than the flow rates of openings located near the sides of the building.
• The ventilation rate depends on the positions of the windward inlet openings; the geometry of Case-І provides better results that of Case-ІІ by 10%.
• Based on the results, strong recirculation formed in rooms A and B with weaker recirculation formed in rooms D and E; this is better for a designer who desires weaker recirculation in a building. 
